Our paper empirically demonstrates that employment subcenters in large urban areas have important economic relationships with each other, and not solely with the central business district. Using data for Houston, Texas, USA, polycentric density functions are estimated using a specification additive for subcenter influence. We show that estimated gradients using total derivatives, allowing for the relationship between all employment centers, are much different than gradients using only own center coefficients. Further, we model asymmetry in the density function by showing density is very different for centers with overlapping areas of influence. We conclude that subcenters have important yet heterogeneous linkages to each other in addition to the CBD, and that therefore the polycentric city is more complex than simply additional centers mimicking the CBD.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of our research is to expand understanding of the economic importance of multiple employment centers in large cities. We find that the role of employment centers outside of the Central Business District (CBD), which we call subcenters, has as much to do with interactions between subcenters as it does with the CBD. 1 We empirically demonstrate that these interactions are quantitatively important through an examination of both population and employment densities. On the surface, no one would be surprised that both residents and firms desire access to more than one employment center. Our work, however, accomplishes three objectives that make addressing the existence of employment center interactions worthwhile.
First, we explore several important attributes in the specification of a polycentric density function, including a method of specifying the boundaries of each subcenter, and a method for having subcenters be additive in density over the classic relationship with the CBD. Further, we
show that the estimated coefficients in a polycentric specification do not fully describe the gradient, the total derivative is required because more than one subcenter is statistically important. A second contribution is that the density functions around each employment center are asymmetric, and are asymmetric in several dimensions. We find that some employment centers are linked by population, others by employment. Some of the estimated relationships between employment centers are balanced, in that the relation goes in both directions, but many of them are not. The observed asymmetries suggest that further understanding of urban polycentricity is necessary for understanding how large cities generate gains for their residents.
Finally, our work illustrates that despite the apparent complexity of the relationship between 1 We use the term "employment centers" or "centers" to refer to all employment centers, including the CBD. We distinguish the CBD from the other employment centers by referring to the other employment centers as "subcenters." employment centers, that in fact commuting areas capture most of the interaction between subcenters.
Employment centers are identified empirically based on employment density. 2 We estimate our polycentric density function using all of the identified employment centers, using both population, and for employment. Our specification has the advantage that the influence of the subcenters is additive to the density arising from the CBD. We further use the estimates to illustrate that the density gradient can only be found using a total derivative that captures the influences of multiple employment centers. We proceed to estimate density functions around each employment center individually for those that are found to exert influence. 3 The process allows us to show that asymmetry in the density function around each employment center is associated with overlapping areas of influence between employment centers.
The primary insight from the polycentric estimation is that the density function around any given employment center is asymmetric, in contrast to the standard monocentric model. This insight implies a significant change in the modeling of polycentric cities, where conditional on distance to the CBD the assumption has been that density equidistant from a subcenter centroid should be equal everywhere. Our finding of asymmetry is consistent with significant economic or other factors that generate demand for access to more than one employment center. While 2 We use the McMillen method to select the subcenters, the alternative using the Readfearn (2007) strategy produces similar areas. It is unsettled as to whether a subcenter should have a total employment minimum, this decision is unimportant for our demonstration. 3 One debate has been whether the employment center definition should include only employment concentration, or in addition should require influence on surrounding areas (Craig and Ng, 2001; McMillen, 2004) . We believe our work here makes this argument moot, because influence can depend on the dimension being examined (for example not just employment, but entertainment or shopping, or various elements of between-firm interactions). Our work here shows both possible definitions (influence or not) result in asymmetric densities.
consistent with beliefs about polycentric cities, our findings are the first to empirically demonstrate density asymmetry.
The other type of asymmetry in our exploration of polycentric density functions is in the subcenters themselves. That is, classic theory suggests subcenters arise when the usual "diminishing" assumptions that cause the formation of traditional downtowns reverse-that the marginal congestion costs outweigh the marginal agglomeration benefits (Mills, 1967; Fujita and Ogawa, 1982; Berliant and Wang, 2008 ; Agarwal, Guiliano and Redfearn, 2012) . In this way each subcenter tends to "mimic" the CBD. 4 The raw data shows mild support for the notion, in that employment centers are more similar to each other than to the rest of the city. On the other hand, asymmetry signifies that residents and firms have demand for multiple centers of employment concentration, which suggests that substitution for the CBD is not the only motivation for subcenter formation. 5 An important issue in the empirical exploration of polycentricity has been to consider the boundaries of employment centers, and especially of subcenters excluding the CBD. A natural method consistent with the theory is to estimate the bounds using patterns of commuting to work, which is the procedure we follow here (Craig and . 6 Our search for subcenter interactions provides a natural method to test for the validity of using commuting boundaries. Specifically, we test for interactions beyond the boundaries, and find little additional interaction.
We proceed by first specifying the polycentric density function in section 2, and our tests for whether subcenters are related to each other as well as to the CBD. 7 The estimation is conducted using Census data from 2000 for the Houston MSA, as described in section 3. Section 4 describes how we use the data to select the employment centers that are analyzed in section 5.
There we find the expected relationships between the CBD and the subcenters, and we also find that at all subcenters have relationships with other subcenters, although not with all of them.
POLYCENTRIC DENSITY FUNCTION SPECIFICATION
The purpose of estimating the polycentric density function is to determine whether the primary pattern in the city is that the subcenters exist only in relation to the CBD, or whether the interaction between the subcenters is an essential element of the city's economy. Our specification of the polycentric function requires two attributes that allow the economic organization of the city to be explored. The first is to resolve a series of issues around the definition of an employment subcenter. Among the questions we address are whether there should be a minimum employment size, and how to limit the extent to which a given subcenter influences the rest of the city. The second element is to specify the subcenter influence on an area as supplemental to the central influence of the CBD. This second step is key to the innovation in our work, however, because it allows us to incorporate asymmetry. Specifically, it of employment. Redfearn (2007) does not really discuss the area of influence, but his method provides an alternative estimation procedure, although distinguishing the definition of the subcenter from its area of influence may be immaterial (or un-identified).
is impossible to change distance to one location without simultaneously changing the distance to other locations. Thus the coefficients themselves cannot be individually interpreted, a total derivative needs to be calculated which allows the overlap between areas of influence to be taken into account.
Identification of Employment Centers
We identify candidate employment areas of concentration using McMillen's (2001 McMillen's ( , 2003 locally weighted regression (LWR) procedure. Table 1 illustrates the wide differences between the areas with employment concentrations. The CBD, for example, has over 150,000 employees, while Cleveland has fewer than 1,000. Similarly, the densities vary from slightly over 100 workers per square mile to well over 80,000 in the CBD. 
Polycentric Density Function Specification and Definition of Employment Centers
Our specification of the polycentric density function is first proposed by Perdue (2012).
This specification has two distinct advantages. First, it uses commuting patterns of households to empirically limit the area of the city that an individual employment center can influence. Despite finding the CBD to have a limited commuting area, we nonetheless empirically do not limit the influence of the CBD in keeping with the central role generally ascribed to the CBD. And so the in the second attribute of our specification, we allow density from the subcenters to be in addition to that generated by the CBD. This is accomplished by using proximity to the subcenter centroid, which is defined as the distance from the employment center edge (thus proximity rises closer to a center). We use both population and employment density functions to measure potential attractiveness.
The proximity measure in our density function calculates distance from the edge of the commuting area on a ray toward the centroid for each employment center (Perdue, 2012). 10 That is, if r j is the commuting area radius for employment center j, and if is the distance between the centroid of tract i and the centroid of employment center j, then we define proximity as the distance from tract i to the border of the area of influence for j, defined as the distance between tract i and the commuting radius of employment center j so that:
(1)
Our specification of the polycentric density function then follows the usual specification of including the identified employment centers in a multiplicative way. The difference in this specification is that we use m i as defined in (1) rather than using distance from the employment center centroid.
The border of the area of influence used above is defined by commuting patterns, where the influence of an employment center is assumed to go to zero after 90% of the commuters are represented. Many papers have imposed a similar limitation, the advantage of our specification is that we use data to justify the assumption. 11 The resulting specification of the polycentric population density function is therefore:
This specification is most valuable in a polycentric situation where the range of influence from subcenters is restricted to be less than the entire area. 11 Most research restricts the area of influence to avoid the situation where a small outlying concentration is estimated to influence the development of a location on the extreme opposite side of the city.
where i indexes the census tracts that are our units of observation, D i is the population density in tract i, j =1, 2, …, 14 indexes the 13 influential subcenters plus the CBD, m i j is the proximity variable as defined in (1), I i j is an indicator variable that equals one if tract i is within the commuting area of employment center j and zero otherwise, and u is the error term..
One advantage of using the proximity variable defined in (1) is that it properly defines the distance from the edge of the commuting area as a "good," rather than as a "bad" which typifies the usual specification. The result of this change is that now the coefficients are expected to have positive signs, as the difference in density conditional on distance from the CBD is expected to increase as proximity rises. Further, in this way the influence of the subcenters will be additive to the influence of the CBD. This can be seen most easily by noting that at the edge of influence boundary for the subcenter, the proximity value is zero, meaning density reverts to that proscribed by the CBD. See Figure 2 , where the solid line is from the specification in equation (2) , while the dashed line would result if distance is measured from the centroid of the subcenter rather than from the edge.
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Calculating the Polycentric Gradient from the Total Derivative
We use the estimated coefficients from the polycentric density function in (2) to calculate the total gradient of how density changes between two locations. That is, in any polycentric specification such as (2), the gradient is not apparent from the estimated coefficients because moving a location closer to the CBD changes the location relative to the other subcenters as well.
Because the relative influence of other subcenters changes continuously, the gradient resulting from the total derivative describes an asymmetric density function around any given subcenter.
As a consequence, the generalized density gradient associated with a given center depends on the weighted sum of all the coefficients from within the commuting area. Of course, the weight on subcenters outside the commuting area will be zero, but we need to account for areas where the commuting areas overlap. The weights depend on how distance to other employment centers change when the distance to center j changes, defined by DST j (in what follows we suppress the other subscript for simplicity). That is: 
ASYMMETRY USING SINGLE EMPLOYMENT CENTER DENSITY FUNCTIONS
Using the total derivative in (3) based on estimation of the polycentric density function is found to powerfully suggest that the resulting gradient is not equal equidistant from the centroid of a subcenter. In a preliminary effort to better understand the resulting asymmetry in the density function, we have estimated density functions using as data only the areas of influence around each employment center. 13 This process allows the overlap area, denoted in equation (3) by the indicator variable I, to be differentiated between each subcenter where there is dual (or more) influence. 13 For the individual regressions, we use only the 13 subcenters plus the CBD that were found to influence population.
In the single subcenter regressions, we therefore differentiate by source of overlap. When we estimate the density function using as data solely tracts within the commuting area for EC1, we allow for the possibility that density in the shaded overlap area has not only a greater density than elsewhere, but may have a different gradient due to the relationship between the employment centers. Similarly, we test whether the same overlap area has a higher density using only the data around EC2, and as well test for a different gradient.
To estimate the density function while allowing for the differential effect of the overlap, we need to include the distance to each employment center creating the overlap. Therefore in the specification below, we use the proximity to the neighboring employment center interacted with the dummy variable indicating the overlap area.
14 Equation ( This specification allows each source of asymmetry to be modeled separately. In theory, we expect the β 2 coefficients to be positive, as proximity to the neighbor holding constant own proximity should be valuable. If so, then the density function around area s will be asymmetric comparing the areas with and without overlap due to the influence of overlap.
We also use (4) to test an additional source of asymmetry by comparing the β 2 coefficients for each pair of employment centers s and t. Since the overlap area is identical for any pair of employment centers, we test whether the overlap area has a similar influence on each source. That is, if β 2 is found to be positive for some employment center s, we might expect it to also be positive when the other (t) center's data is used.
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A Test for the Definition of a Subcenter
To further explore the polycentric explanation for why employment centers might have influence in other ways than solving the agglomeration vs. congestion trade-off, we test a final element. Specifically, after allowing for overlap in the commuting areas between employment centers, we additionally test for asymmetry in density for areas that are not in the overlap, but which are nonetheless "close" to neighboring employment centers. If there is heterogeneity in the extent to which a subcenter is found to have influence beyond its commuting area (that is, if the commuting area is sufficient for some but not all subcenters), it will symptomatic that potentially different causes of influence besides commuting are important. That is, we test for whether a neighboring subcenter influences the space outside of the commuting area in the same way we test for the overlap. The specification of the density function, again for an employment center that has overlapping commuting areas with only one other area, is: NEAR may be significant because of deficiencies in how we measure commuting areas, or because the root cause of relationships between employment centers resides in individuals, rather than firms, or because of dimensions of demand not captured by commuting. We are agnostic on the cause, and simply endeavor to demonstrate relationships between employment centers on a variety of dimensions. (1), it is the distance from the commuting area boundary to tract i. Table 2 shows the resulting distances of the commuting area radii. Figure 5 shows how the estimated commuting areas overlap in the set of employment centers for Houston. Data from the 2000 Decennial Census (100% count) gives the total population for each tract.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS SHOWING EMPLOYMENT CENTER RELATIONSHIPS
The empirical results robustly show that subcenters are economically related to each other, and not just to the CBD. The finding is the result of two separate steps. One is that the polycentric density function estimates, for both population and employment, are used to show the total gradient is quite different than the partial gradient. Second, our individual employment center regressions show that asymmetry is typical, and is at least generally driven by overlaps in the commuting areas. We show that on average the overlap areas have higher population and employment density than equally distant other tracts around each center. Given the strength of this relationship, we also show that there is a gradient that is generally more positive toward the neighboring subcenter even controlling for the proximity to the own employment center. Thus, even though the CBD is shown to exert a broad reach over the entire metropolitan area, the density function around each subcenter is found to be asymmetric, and skewed not just toward the CBD but to other important areas as defined by employment concentrations as well.
Our final examination is whether commuting areas are a good approximation to the reach of each subcenter. We generally find that despite the strong relationships between subcenters, the influence of neighboring areas does not generally extend beyond the commuting area. The important exception to this finding, however, is that the CBD is found to be a magnet for the entire metropolitan area. Table 3 presents the results for both the log population density function and the log employment density functions. The first column includes the raw data on the number of employees, by which the employment centers are sorted in all of the following tables. The coefficient results use the polycentric specification from equation (2) , which encompasses the proximity definition from (1) so that the influence of the subcenters is additive over the influence of the CBD. Further, this specification incorporates the commuting areas to limit the areas of influence for subcenters. The exception, as mentioned earlier, is that we allow the influence of the CBD to extend over the entire metropolitan area. The table shows all of the 21 employment concentrations based on the LWR regressions. The coefficient estimates on the employment concentrations are all found to be positive as expected from the additive specification except for one area. 19 Six of the employment concentrations are not found to have significant impacts on 19 We are puzzled by the Galleria results, because it is the second largest employment concentration behind only the CBD. We speculate that one problem is the collinearity with the other close-to-CBD employment concentrations. Anas, Arnott, and Small (1998) encounter a similar problem along Wilshire Boulevard. An alternative is to define the subcenter as a line (in our case down US 59 to the CBD), in the case of Anas, Arnott, and Small (1998) it would be the population density, and seven for employment density. In the rest of our work we restrict our analysis to the significant positive thirteen employment subcenters in addition to the CBD as found in the population results. The selection of employment centers would have been similar, though not identical, had we used the employment results to select the areas, although our qualitative discussion would be essentially identical. 20 Similarly, had we not restricted our analysis and used all 21 areas of employment concentrations, our qualitative results about asymmetry in employment center interactions would be identical. Finally, we present our results in each table in the order of the size of total employment by employment center, and as can be observed the results would be unchanged were we to exclude the subcenters with small total employment levels.
Selection of Employment Centers
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Evidence of Significant Interaction Between Subcenters
The first method we use to demonstrate that subcenters interact with each other, rather than solely with the CBD, is to investigate the total gradient from estimation of the polycentric density specification in equation (2) . We accomplish this by showing that the total gradient found utilizing all subcenters with overlapping commuting areas is quite different than the partial gradient using only the own coefficients.
The results of this examination are shown in Table 4a for population, and in Table 4b for employment. Because of nonlinearity in the location of subcenters relative to the CBD, the total entire boulevard. We originally discussed alternative subcenter shapes in an unpublished working paper (Craig, Kohlhase, and Pitts, 1996).
gradient varies based on location, thus this table shows the gradient for the last mile to the subcenter centroid on a ray from the CBD. 22 The first column shows the calculation of the partial density gradient, using only the own coefficient and that of the CBD. The second column, in contrast, shows the total gradient allowing for simultaneous changes in distance to other subcenters with overlapping commuting areas, these other areas affect both the estimated gradient as well as its standard error (see equation 3). Table 4a shows a dramatic change for some, but not all of the calculated gradients. As shown in the third column, ten of the 13 subcenters have a statistically significant difference between the simple gradient and the gradient calculated including the influence of all subcenters for population. This result strongly suggests that the relationship between the subcenters themselves, not just with the CBD, is statistically important for shaping the population pattern within the city. Table 4b shows that the relationship between subcenters is not as important for employment, although even here seven of the 13 subcenters have statistically different gradients based on the total derivatives. The finding that the gradient calculated using the total derivative is significantly different from the simple gradient for the majority of subcenters indicates the relationship between the subcenters themselves is important in many areas. It remains to be seen whether the relationships between subcenters are more important for shopping and entertainment, as the population results are stronger than the employment results. Further, there appears to be some heterogeneity between subcenters, as even for population three of the gradients are unchanged when the other subcenters are introduced. 22 The non-linearity is evident in equation (3), which weights the relative coefficients by � where j is the own employment center, and i is the neighbor. The choice of location is thus important only for calculating the change in distance between the other employment centers and the own center.
Estimation Results Using Single Employment Centers with Overlap
We expand our investigation into the nature of employment center linkages by estimating regressions using only the data from the commuting area of each employment center individually. The advantage of this analysis is that we are able to examine the specific influence of each individual subcenter that overlaps the own, rather than the average effect from the polycentric specification. The results from the individual employment center regressions strongly support the polycentric regression results. We find a strong set of relationships between the individual subcenters, even after we control for the relationship with the CBD. The first illustration of these relationships uses a dummy variable indicating overlap between the commuting areas of two or more employment centers. This test shows whether the average density is higher in the overlap area than otherwise equivalent areas with access only to the own employment center. In the second illustration, we add a slope dummy variable allowing the estimated density to vary with distance to other employment centers. This test shows the change in gradient within the overlap area compared to the rest of the center's commuting area.
23 Table 5 presents test results for whether overlapping commuting areas have higher density than portions of the city under the influence of a single employment center. The objective of the test is to show whether overlap areas have higher overall density, indicating a greater value within a center's area for access to neighboring subcenters. The results are dramatic, because for virtually every instance where a statistical test is possible, whether for population or employment, densities are greater in areas under the influence of multiple employment centers. 24 Out of the nine employment centers for which a test can be performed, 6
are found to have levels of employment density in the Overlap area that is significantly greater than elsewhere within the commuting area, even after controlling for proximity to the employment center centroid. All of the remaining three areas are among the farthest from the CBD, and two of them have less than 40 observations available for the test. The third area is Galveston, an area bordering the Gulf Coast beach. 25 The same pattern of results holds for population, except that there is an additional area, Greenspoint, where we do not find significantly higher population density.
Given the strong dual attraction results presented in Table 5 , we present results in Tables   6 and 7 on how the density gradient changes within the overlap areas for population and employment, respectively. In these cases, the coefficient we report is on proximity to the neighboring subcenter that creates the Overlap. The expectation is that if access to both subcenters is desirable, then controlling for proximity to the own subcenter, we would expect proximity to the neighboring subcenter should be more valuable resulting in a positive increment to the gradient going toward the neighboring area. In these regressions, in contrast to those reported in Table 5 , we separately identify the source subcenter of the overlapping commuting areas. Each column of the tables thus represents a single regression, using only the data in a given center's commuting area. The rows indicate with which areas the overlap occurs in the specification from equation (5). The coefficients indicate how density responds in the overlap areas when proximity to the neighboring subcenter rises (distance falls). For example, the first column of Table 6 shows that after controlling for proximity to the CBD, proximity to the other subcenters results in a positive increment to the population density gradient for every subcenter except Westchase.
Going across the rows of Table 6 shows that every employment center is found to have a significant statistical interaction with at least one other area as estimated using population density. That is, there are no subcenters which respond only to the CBD. In addition to the significant interaction, the bottom four rows summarize the employment center interactions for each center (the column regressions). We find significantly positive interactions between centers in 47 out of the 52 statistically significant coefficients even when, holding constant the proximity to the own center. The significant interactions, however, are a little less than half the total possible as 58 of the potential interactions are found to be insignificant. It remains for future research to determine whether the pattern is because of the dynamic growth and decline of subcenters, or because of other phenomena. Table 7 reports on the importance of employment center interactions using employment density. These results more powerfully suggest the importance of subcenter interactions than do the population results. 62 of the 67 significant interactions show positive interactions between the employment centers excluding the own coefficient. This is over 58% of the possible interactions, compared to about 46% for population. Nonetheless, like population, not all employment centers have interactions with all possible locations.
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The results in Tables 6 and 7 are thus found to show the range of importance for employment center interactions. Table 8 presents an alternative look at the center relationships, by reporting on the extent to which the same centers have relationships both with population and 26 We leave for future work a more careful analysis of the causes of subcenter interactions. We were unable to uncover compelling regularities using the data here, including occupation or industrial patterns, or location. Our analysis with overlap does present, however, compelling evidence in our view that such interactions are important and merit further work with different data. employment within Tables 6 and 7. Table 8 reports there are 42 employment centers that are significant in both the population and employment tables, and 22 which are significant in one but not the other. While employment interactions (second column) are more common than those for population (first column), there are nonetheless seven subcenters that have significant population interactions without apparent employment relationships. This evidence is consistent with an understanding that part of the cause of subcenter interactions is outside of employment.
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The other potentially interesting aspect of the subcenter interactions is the extent to which they are reciprocal. That is, if the density gradient is positive towards a neighboring subcenter, it is not necessarily true that the gradient is positive when the roles are reversed. Table 9 shows the results for the non-duplicative relationships. 28 For both population and employment, the number of non-reciprocal relationships is found to be more extensive than it is for reciprocal relationships. If the relationships between subcenters are primarily driven by firms, it might be expected that all of the relationships would be reciprocal, because firms are attracted to customers as well as suppliers. On the other hand, if residents are attracted to centers due to entertainment or shopping, it is difficult to see why the relationship would be reciprocal. In either case, however, we see that the level of reciprocity is similar for both population and employment, and we see that relationships between subcenters are more likely to be one way than reciprocal.
27 That is, even the different sources of potential agglomeration economies (Rosenthal and Strange, 2004; and Ellison, Glaeser, and Kerr, 2010) would not be expected to be apparent in population without impacting employment in some way. 28 We call results in the table as the upper triangle because the report for the CBD includes all relationships, while for Katy (the smallest) there is no possible unrecorded reciprocity.
Test of Commuting Area Influence
Our framework allows a test of whether the commuting area is an effective method by which to limit how far a subcenter might influence population or employment density. As discussed for equation 5, we specify a dummy variable NEAR which equals one if an area is closer to a neighboring center than the centroids. If commuting patterns define the totality of employment center interactions, the coefficients on NEAR should all be zero. On the other hand, if there are other factors which influence population or firm demand for multiple employment centers, it may be that these additional factors will be manifested in the coefficients on NEAR. Table 10 presents the results for NEAR, showing that our specification of using commuting areas to limit the extent of influence of subcenters is generally effective. There are two areas with positive and significant coefficients on density, the CBD and Katy. Katy is the smallest subcenter that is also among the farthest from the CBD. Significance there suggests that people want to be closer to the center of the city compared to being farther away, irrespective of where they work. The results for the CBD are interesting, because they suggest that specifying the CBD as having influence throughout the metropolitan area fairly represents that the CBD is a 'magnet' for a metropolitan area as a whole. It is also interesting, however, by suggesting that other roles for a subcenter outside of commercial opportunities may be important, which is consistent with subcenters being attractive to residents of other areas.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Our paper provides an empirical exploration of the importance of employment centers to both individuals and firms. We perform our analysis by first estimating a polycentric density function for population and employment, and second by estimating individual density functions for each employment center. Our methodology is novel in four dimensions. Our empirical specification uses proximity, defined as distance from the boundary, so that we are able to specify subcenters as adding to the density that would otherwise be expected given proximity to the CBD (Perdue, 2012). Second, we estimate a polycentric density function where we restrict the geographic area of influence of each identified employment center using an objective statistical measure, the reach of commuters to work. Third, we properly interpret the polycentric density function results using the total derivative to generate the estimated gradient. Finally, we separately examine how overlapping commuting areas cause densities around each employment center to be asymmetric to the extent that densities are found to rise going toward a neighboring center. The results from our empirical examination imply that the urban economic impacts of employment concentrations are far more important than simply the trade-off between congestion and agglomeration, suggesting the need for a richer theoretical framework that explicitly models relationships between subcenters.
We use our polycentric specification to illustrate the distinction between the gradients calculated including the relationships between centers compared to those using only the own and CBD coefficients. The significant distinction between these two calculations is powerful evidence that subcenter interactions are important at explaining the density pattern of large urban areas. Our individual subcenter regressions go further at illustrating the importance of the distinctions that underlie this finding. Estimation of the individual density functions illustrates the asymmetry where we specify the overlap in areas of influence for each separate pair of employment centers. Examination of the resulting relationships also shows the variety in the relationships. We find attractions for both population and employment, but not necessarily to the same neighboring centers. We find that a little less than half of the relationships are reciprocal, which suggests to us a consumer orientation for at least some of the relationships. In the expanded polycentric view, no subcenter will exactly mimic the CBD, each will have a distinct sense of place, and will be attractive to firms and individuals for a variety of reasons. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47 29 Notes: If the employment center centroid is the peak in the figure, then the proximity specification (m) allows the estimates to capture increased density from the otherwise monocentric specification, while estimating density from the centroid of the employment center (d) sets up a reduction in density because the subcenter centroid is on the monocentric line, while everything else within the commuting area is offset. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47 30 Notes: The solid circles represent the extent of the area of influence based on commuting data for each subcenter. We desire to test whether the density in the area marked "overlap" is equal, conditional on distance from the commuting area edge, to other areas within the same subcenter not marked "overlap." We perform this test both in subcenter 1, and in subcenter 2. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46 47 48
FIGURE 3: Overlapping Commuting Areas
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Figure 4: Overlap (defined as double cross hatch) and Near (horizontal lines)
Notes: See Figure 3 . The dotted circle through the centroid of EC 1 delineates the area in EC 1 that is closer to EC 2 than otherwise. The crosshatched area is OL (see Fig 3) , the area marked NEAR with the horizontal lines represents proximity to EC 2 but that is outside of the communting area of influence. 9.00 5.00 9.00 8.00 4.00 Of tot subcenter non--export occups, how many does this center export?
1.00 1.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 Notes: Location Quotients (LQ) calculated by the net method. LQs are the share of an occupation out of total workers in a subcenter (or any area) divided by the share of the same occupation for the total jurisdiction net of that subcenter (area). LQs greater than one are generally considered 'export' occupations. 5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48 6.00 1.00 4.00 4.00 Of total subcenter non--export industries, how many does this center export?
1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 Notes: Location Quotients (LQ) calculated by the net method. LQs are the share of an industries workers out of total workers in a subcenter (area) divided by the share of the same industry workers for the total jurisdiction net of that subcenter (area). LQs greater than one are generally considered 'export' industries. 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48 LQs are the share of an industries workers out of total workers in a subcenter (area) divided by the share of the same industry workers for the total jurisdiction net of that subcenter (area). LQs greater than one are generally considered 'export' industries. Each column is a regression using only the observations in the own EC's commuting area.
Estimates of Eq. (5), dependent variable is ln(population density) . The reported estimates are on the "overlap" slope dummies (except on the own EC), indicating the increment to the gradient of moving toward the neighbor (the left hand subcenter). Each column is a regression using only the observations in the own EC's commuting area.
Estimates of Eq. (5), dependent variable is ln(employment density) . The reported estimates are on the "overlap" slope dummies (except on the own EC), indicating the increment to the gradient of moving toward the neighbor (the left hand subcenter). Notes: Each row is a separate regression on own proximity, proximity to the neighbor, a constant, and a dummy variable (NEAR) that indicates an area closer to the neighboring subcenter than the distance between the two centroids, but outside Overlap. We report here only the coefficient on NEAR.
Each regression uses only the data in each row's commuting area. a Indicates there are too few observations that are not in NEAR areas to estimate the coefficient.
